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“There’s little that can be said with certainty about the 

future except this: sometime over the next decade 

your company will be challenged to change in a way 

for which it has no precedent. It will either adapt or 

falter, reinvent itself or struggle through a painful 

restructuring.”

Gary Hamel “How to build a nimble company” 

http://blogs.harvardbusiness.org/hbr/hamel/2007/11/building_a_company_that_is_as.html



It can’t be done the old way



Even without a budget crisis, things 

are always changing

A few years ago:

• Top-tier libraries prefer one-time purchases.

• Smaller libraries with lower budgets prefer annual 

subscriptions.



A few years ago, we said:

• Top-tier libraries prefer one-time purchases.

• Smaller libraries with lower budgets prefer annual 

subscriptions.

Now we say:

• All libraries want to avoid recurring fees.

• With so many electronic products now—the recurring 

fees can become unsustainable.

Even without a budget crisis, things 

are always changing



Crossover: U.S. non-doctoral sites
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There are many reasons why 

planning is harder now

Librarian uncertainty about their own budgets

• Dependence on shaky government funding

• Dependence on unstable returns from endowments

• Give-backs, freezes, cuts…

When we can’t easily forecast sales, it’s harder to plan a 
business



Changes at Alexander Street 

Our plans were to ramp up our operations based on 

great success in recent years

—plans to produce ~ 20 new products in 2009-2010

We had to come out of denial—the news was actually 

bad for the medium-long term



So we asked and we listened

• Only organizations that are prepared for a bottom-up 

approach with great ideas being generated by anyone, 

are likely to thrive in the future.

• Our partners know their situation so much better than 

we do, they are living and breathing it. 

• We don’t have all the answers, but we can work on 

our part of the equation, and with libraries on their 

component

• We looked for trends, talked to industry leaders



And then…



And then…

October-December 08 forecast changed 

•Mostly in the U.S. top tier of libraries.  

•Librarians said they didn’t know what was going to 

happen…

•“We can’t commit to spending for now…”



We needed to respond in two ways

• How to help customers immediately

• What to do for the long term?



Immediately for customers

• No price increases for one-time purchases.  

• No price increases for subscriptions. 

• No increases in access fees.  



Immediately for customers

• Cut prices wherever possible—some collections 

reduced permanently.

• Change the consortium offers—best groups taken 

straight to the top discount.

• Holding business models – comfort in the familiar

• Looking for better options for all

• Increasing our support services – helping with Return 

on Investment



Help customers 

through tough times

Stay strong

 for our customers



For the long term—

some things we believe

We—libraries and publishers—can’t stop moving when 

times are turbulent.  

•If we don’t set a course, we’ll be batted around by the 

economic storm and end up somewhere unexpected.

•“Frozen in panic” or “frozen in uncertainty” or “stuck in 
limbo” – unacceptable ways of thinking in times like this.  

Now is the time to make decisions and act.

•The economy will turn up—and it won’t be the same 
economy.  

•Libraries will always exist—and they will be something 
different from what they’ve been.



For the long term—

how this informed our business plans

How can we help our customers emerge from the storm 

better positioned for 2011?

What can we do so that our end-users say: 

“Despite hard times, the library continues to serve us in 

forward-moving ways.”



Essential strategy drivers

• Increased value

• Must-have content

• New media

• Local relevance



Behaving unpredictably in 

unpredictable times—the lessons



The lessons…

Increased value

• Ten times the amount of content, but no increase in 

cost—we retooled our processes

Must-have content

• Core discipline; in-copyright materials, only online 

source; archival content not otherwise reachable 



The lessons…

New media

• Streaming video, audio—students learn this way

• It’s not more of the same

• It’s not just what content, it’s how you can use the 

content

• Critical Video Editions



The lessons…

New media

• Tools for collaboration; tools for teaching; tools for 

scholarly sharing—including playlists, clips, document 

projects



• Creating a playlist is easy.



The lessons…

Local relevance

• Tools for uploading local archival content—three ways

– Traditional

– Hosting 

– Referatory

– Example: our current work with the CIC archives

• Local language interfaces (Spanish, German, 

Chinese, Italian, Korean, Japanese…)



The lessons…

• We will be adding these features into other Alexander 

Street collections—moving both forward and backward 

• We’re putting on hold (not abandoning) some niche-

product ideas for “better days”

• We’re focusing on what’s most important, “core,” and 

practical for the next two years:

– Lead projects are in global, local and regional history; 

counseling and psychology; and others

– More streaming video

– More streaming music designed for teaching and research



Ask yourself…

How can I emerge from the storm better positioned for 

2011?

What can I do so that my patrons say: 

“Despite hard times, the library continues to serve us in 

forward-moving ways.”


